
ABOUT INTERACTIVE DATA

Interactive Data Corporation is a trusted leader in financial information. Thousands of financial institutions and 
active traders, as well as hundreds of software and service providers, subscribe to our fixed income evaluations, 
reference data, real-time market data, trading infrastructure services, fixed income analytics, desktop solutions 
and web-based solutions. Interactive Data’s offerings support clients around the world with mission-critical 
functions, including portfolio valuation, regulatory compliance, risk management, electronic trading and wealth 
management. Interactive Data is headquartered in Bedford, Massachusetts and has over 2,500 employees in 
offices worldwide.
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ETF Center provides capabilities to support an advisor’s workflow

Analyze and monitor ETFs, ETF sponsors and ETF asset classes throughout the day with ETF Center SM, a customizable 
web portal featuring sophisticated tools and market data.  ETF Center offers advisors a range of capabilities to help 
support their workflow during ETF selection, client presentation and implementation, including:

l  Screeners for researching ETFs
l  Constituent data to help analyze exposure within ETF baskets*
l  Trading and performance data to model correlations for ETF returns

*Constituent data is subject to third party licenses and/or fees.

Make informed decisions related to ETF investments by leveraging Market-QSM, Interactive Data’s browser-based 
real-time streaming market data desktop.  Market-Q provides a broad range of global market data and tools, 
including:

l  Research sections that feature ETF profiles
l  Watch lists that help you closely monitor ETF market activity throughout the day
l  Fair value adjusted global equity price information that can be a critical input into ETF investment strategies

REFERENCE AND ANALYTICAL DATA  

The continued growth of the ETF market, increases in new fund structures and new 
regulatory demands make it critical for financial advisors to have seamless access to a 
universe of ETF information anywhere, anytime.  

Advisors can leverage Interactive Data’s suite of ETF solutions to gain greater insight 
into ETFs, and help strengthen relationships with their clients by building model 
portfolios and sharing new investment ideas.  These solutions can also enable advisors 
to provide their clients with greater transparency into an ETF’s performance, holdings 
and other essential information.

MARKET-QSM  

To learn more about our ETF solutions, contact an Interactive Data sales 
representative or email info@interactivedata.com

ETF CENTERSM 

Market-Q empowers you to make informed decisions related to ETF investments

Gain transparency into ETF risk/return characteristics and help minimize data processing time by utilizing Interactive 
Data’s broad range of reference and analytical data.  Interactive Data aggregates, normalizes and delivers data from a 
variety of sources including issuers, exchanges, rating agencies and other third parties in the ETF industry.  Data coverage 
includes:  
 
l  ETF basket holdings
l  Descriptive data, such as asset classes, fees and structures
l  Corporate actions on ETFs and underlying constituents
l  Analytical data, such as sector exposure, market cap exposure and industry asset flows


